
B2 Einstufungstest

Wählen Sie die richtige Antwort (a,b,c oder d)

1.  Who _____ in that house?

a)  does live

b)  lives

c)  does he live

d)  he lives

2.  I’ll call you when I _____ home.

a)  get 

b)  ’ll get

c)  ’ll have got

d)  ’m getting

3.  If you _____ me, what would you do?

a)  was

b)  would be

c)   were

d)   have been

4.   I don’t know where _____ last night.

a)  did he go 

b)  he did go

c)  went he 

d)  he went

5.  John and Betty are coming to visit us 
     tomorrow but I wish _____.

a)  they won’t 

b)  they hadn’t 

c)  they didn’t

d)  they weren’t

6.  I’m so hungry! If only Bill _____ all the food in the
      fridge!

a)  wasn’t eating

b)  didn’t eat 

c)  hadn’t eaten

d)  hasn’t eaten

7.   I regret _____ harder in school.

a)  not studying 

b)  not to study 

c)  to not study 

d)  not have studied

8.  Surely Sue _____ you if she was unhappy with
       your work.

a)  will tell

b)  would have told

c)  must have told

d)  had told

9.  Our neighbours aren’t very polite, and _____
      particularly quiet!

a)  neither they aren’t

b)  either they aren’t 

c)  nor are they

d)  neither did they be

10.  We had expected that they _____ fluent English,
        but in fact they didn’t.

a)  were speaking

b)  would speak

c)  had spoken 

d)  spoke 
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Ergebnisse:

0 - 2 B1 Level: Intermediate

3 - 7 B2 Level: Upper Intermediate

8 - 10 B2+ Level: Probieren Sie den C1 
Einstufungstest

Antworten:

1. b 5. d 9. c

2. a 6. c 10. b

3. c 7. a

4. d 8. b
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